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YOSHIHEI HASEGAWA (Received July 4, 1980) 0. Introduction.
In the "Troisieme Partie: La notion de moyenne dans l'espace fonctionnel et l'equation de Laplace generalisee" of his book "Problemes concrets d'analyse fonctionnelle", Paul Levy has extensively developed a potential theory on an infinite dimensional space. About this work he says in his autobiography (Levy [2] , p. 63): "Aussi la troisieme partie de mon lirve est-elle une esquisse a grands traits.".
The purpose of this paper is to give a rigorous formulation of some aspects of "une esquisse a grands traits". That is, we shall construct an infinite dimensional space E and an infinite dimensional Brownian motion B with statespace E. Then we shall describe some results of his potential theory in terms of the infinite dimensional Brownian motion B.
We shall now explain the noticeably different features of Levy's theory from the ones of recent works (e.g., Daletskii [3] , Gross [8] , Hida [11] ). In his potential theory, such objects as his infinite dimensional Laplacian and harmonic functions are regarded as limits of sequences of the corresponding ones in the finite dimensional Euclidean spaces R N , as Af-» oo. He calls this finite dimensional construction method "la methode du passage du fini a rinfini". In the potential theory on the space R N , the volume element, surface elements, the Laplacian A N , Poisson kernels on the balls and so forth are determined in terms of the Riemannian metric ds 2 N =dx\-\-•*--]-dx 2 N . As is seen in Green-Stokes' formula, these objects are compatible with each other. Hence the mutual compatibility could be inherited through his finite dimensional constiuction method by the various objects in Levy's potential theory. In particular, the coordinates in his infinite dimensional space could be regarded as equally weighted. On the other hand, in Levy's theory harmonic functions can be discontinuous (see Levy [1] , pp. 305-306). Hence the Laplacian as a differential operator would be rather inconvenient in treating such pathological phenomena. Now we shall reformulate Levy's potential theory according to his finite dimensional construction method. Motivated by Gateaux and Levy's derivation (see Levy[l] , p. 230) of a mean value formula (the Gateaux formula) of functionals on balls in a real Hilbert space U ([0,1]), (cf. Hida and Nomoto [10] ), we shall choose the following space E of sequences (see § §1. where {b n (t y co); tf>l} are mutually independent 1-dimensional Brownian motions. Then under the identification of Levy's infinite dimensional Laplacian and our infinite dimensional Laplacian A^ which is defined as twice the infinitesimal generator of the process B y we shall describe such pathological phenomena in his potential theory through the behaviour of the sample paths on the space E. From our standpoint, even the above-mentioned pathological phenomena in Levy's potential theory must be described by a limiting procedure of the finite dimensional potential theory. For example, as is emphasized by P. Levy (Levy [1] , p. 305) and seen in Section 2 of the present paper, the Laplacian A,* often behaves like a first order differential operator. But solutions of the Dirichlet problems on a unit ball D oo ={x^E; ||^|| OO <1} with tame boundary function satisfying some integrability conditions can be reconstructed by means of sequences of the corresponding solutions of the Dirichlet problems on the finite dimensional balls with the corresponding boundary functions (see Hasegawa [9] , II, Th. 4.1).
Next we shall show our main results. In Section 1, we shall construct the process 2?=(O, B(t), P x ) with state space E and show the equality:
Consequently B is a diffusion process on the space E. In Section 2, we shall define a process f (t, co) on a sphere 3^= ||#||oo=l} by the following formula £(*,*>) = e-' /2 5(e'-l,co),
for elements co^Q, such that 5(0, co)^*S 00 , and it will be called the spherical Brownian motion on the sphere S^. Then the process B can be factored as the skew product of its radial part r(t> co) = \\B(t, to)||oo and the independent spherical Brownian motion £(£, co) run with a random clock r t :
This skew product formula could be identified with Levy's formula (Levy[l] , p. 305, (5)) for a unit sphere. We notice that the spherical Brownian motion is an infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with the Gaussian white noise fi as its unique invariant probability measure and is homogeneous under a transformation group G (see Def. 8).
In Section 3, we shall reformulate the Dirichlet problems discussed in Levy[l] in terms of our Brownian motion B. We shall give an interpretation (see Th. 3.1) to a mean value formula (Levy [1] , p. 316, (24)) in the case of a unit ball D 00 ={x^E; ||^|| OO <1}. Then we shall discuss the properties of the family (?= {fjb x ; x^DJ\ of harmonic measures. The Dirichlet problems with discontinuous boundary functions of certain types can be formulated as stochastic Dirichlet problems. This is worth noticing, for discontinuous harmonic functions play essential roles in describing the peculiarities of Levy's theory. Now, we shall mention other works, in particular, Daletskii [3] , Gross [8] andHidafll].
Hida's ideal measure around the origin of his space X might be thought of as a system of probability measures {fJL r ', r >fy> where fjb r (A)=P°(B(r 2 , co)^A) for AdS oo (r)= {x^E; |M|oo = f}. He defines his Laplacian operator on the space X which seems to agree with our infinite dimensional Laplacian. In particular, our Proposition 1.8 corresponds with Proposition 2 in Hida [11] under the identification r(x) = |MU. Moreover his definition of harmonic functions on the space X is similar to ours.
The framework of this paper is adequate to describe phenomena indicated in Levy's book [1] and considered to be * 'paradoxical" in Daletskii's paper [3] . For example, in our framework each component of our Brownian motion could be thought to be equally weighted.
Let 
P°).
Thus we obtain a Brownian motion in the sense of Gross [8] .
Concluding the introduction, we shall prove in a forthcoming paper that Dirichlet solutions on the unit ball ZL with tame boundary functions can be reconstructed from Dirichlet solutions on finite dimensional balls, which reflects Levy's "la methode du passage du fini a rinfini" (see Hasegawa [9] , II, Th. 4.1). 
By lifting it to the space E we have the following semi-norm ||-|U on the space E:
]^S*2) for x =
1) The notation XA denotes the indicator function of a set A, and also the following semi-norm IML according to the formula (1.1):
(1.5) |MU = B5|MU for
XSEE.
We are now ready to obtain the following DEFINITION 1. We denote by E the space of sequences:
(1.6) E = {x=(x u -,x N9 Jf with the semi-norms {IMU; } Thus we have constructed the space E and the semi-norms {||-|U*> l<iV<oo} according to "la methode du passage du fini a l'infini". In particular the semi-norm ||-|U would play the corresponding role in our potential theory to the one of L 
where /LL N _ 1 denotes the uniform probability measure on S N _ X . On the other hand, the standard Gaussian white noise JUL on the sphere S^ (see Def. 6) can be regarded as the projective limit of the system {(S N _ ly fi N -i)} (cf. Hida and Nomoto [10] and Hasegawa [9] , I, §1):
Therefore we define our LaplacianA^ so as to hold
). Then we have the following
1 ox n Therefore we shall define our Brownian motion B=(£l y B(t)> P x ) on the space 2? with the infinitesimal generator (1/2^^ as follows:
where {b n (t); n>l} are mutually independent 1-dimensional Brownian motions. We have to show that the process B can be actually constructed on the space E. Now, we introduce a family {w n {t y <£>); n>l} of mutually independent 1-dimensional standard Wiener processes on a complete probability space (&>, iS, P). Then we have the following 
on the probability space (&> J$, P), which is called the infinite dimensional Wiener process or simply the Wiener process. Then the following theorem shows the Holder continuity of the sample paths of the Wiener process.
Theorem 1.4. Let W(t, &) be the infinite dimensional Wiener process. Then it holds that:
( 
The following subset £1 belongs to £F° by the O r continuity of sample paths and satisfies P x (£l)=l for all x^E by Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.4:
for all *e[0, oo) J .
Therefore, we can restrict the process B t and the cr-algebra 9*° to the space ft, and the restricted process and the restricted cr-algebra will be also denoted by B t and £F°, respectively. Next we shall introduce the following two cralgebras to the space ft:
and £F? + = fj £FJ for all £>0 .
Then we have the following In the first step of investigations of the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup {T t ; 2>0}, the function space under our considerations will be restricted to the one of rather special type. Some of the phenomena occur ing in a less restrictive function space are too pathological to treat analytically. We denote (5)). On the other hand, the polar expression (2.1) of the Laplacian A N can be expressed by the factorization of the finite dimensional Brownian motion as the skew product of its radial part and an independent spherical Brownian motion run with the random clock (cf. Ito and McKean [12] , p. 270).
In this subsection, in order to interpret Levy's formula we shall introduce an infinite dimensional spherical Brownian motion H on the sphere Sŵ ith the infinitesimal generator (1/2) S^ and factor the infinite dimensional Brownian motion B as the skew product of its radial part and the infinite dimensional spherical Brownian motion H. 
A
We associate with it the restriction <5oo of the cr-algebra £ to the set S^. Now we define the radial process r t of the process B as follows:
Next the radial process r t is associated with the following continuous ad- Finally we define a process t t (co) on the unit sphere S^ so as to hold (2.9)
&(t, co) = r t (oy)4(r t (co), co) for all f>0 and
Since the radial process r t is deterministic, the processes r t and § t are mutually , We assume now that the asked Markov process B on the unit sphere S^ is of the form (f,, i^), (^eiS^). Therefore we define the process % t as follows: We have thus factored the Brownian motion to obtain the spherical Brownian motion H. Conversely we shall now construct the process B as the skew product of a radial process and the spherical Brownian motion, which are mutually independent.
To begin with, we shall introduce a radial process and a random clock according to the preceding ones. First we introduce a family of probability measures {P r ;0<r<oo} on a space i?+=(0, oo) such that P r (A)=X A (r) for measurable subsets A{dR + ) and also introduce a process r t (a>)=(a> 2 -{-i) 1 We notice that the spherical Brownian motion S on the unit sphere S^ is an infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Thus Theorem 2.2 gives a new approach to investigation of infinite dimensional Brownian motions and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes (cf. Malliavin [15] ).
Properties of the spherical Brownian motion S.
In this subsection, we shall investigate further properties of the spherical Brownian motion S. DEFINITION 6. We call the following probability measure ji on the unit sphere S^ the standard Gaussian white noise or simply the white noise: 2) The white noise JJL is the unique invariant probability measure of the spherical Brownian motion B.
Proof. The Brownian scaling property gives us the following equalities for the above-mentioned function/(f) at each point Z^S^: Here we shall show that the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group is actually a self-adjoint operator. 2) The infinitesimal generator A has been called the infinite dimensional Laplacian operator and been studied by Y. Umemura [17] and others.
3) Set V={Z^S»\ ||f-a|L<8}, (8<VT, aeSJ). Then V is an O r open and O 2 -measurable subset of the unit sphere S^ and it holds that JJ,(V)=0.
Next we show homogeneity of the spherical Brownian motion H under a transformation group G. DEFINITION 8 . We denote by G a group of linear Oi-homeomorphisms g of the space E onto itself such that 1) maps g and g~l are O 2 -measurable, 2) maps£ preserve the probability measure //,:
3) mapsg preserve the semi-norm || • |U* (2.27) \\gx\U = I ML for elements x(=B.
Then by the Brownian scaling property we have the following
Proposition 2.5. The spherical Brownian motion E is homogeneous under the group G: for any set A^Soo and element g^G, it holds that
(2.28) P'tfa&gA) = pZ(% t (EA) on the unit sphere S^ , (t >0).
We shall also consider the following transformation group described in the book (Levy 3. The Dirichlet problems on the space E 3.1. The Dirichlet problems on the unit ball. In this subsection, we shall reformulate the results of Paul Levy [1] on the Dirichlet problems on his infinite dimensional space in terms of our infinite dimensional Brownian motion B. DEFINITION 9. A subset A of the space Eis said to be semi-bounded, if the set {11*11/, x^A} is bounded for some semi-norm \\*\\ p , DEFINITION 
For a given domain G(dE)
, we denote by ^(G) a family of semi-bounded domains U such that the closures U of U in the O r topology are included in G and that the first exit times r v from U are {£?,} stopping times. Then a real-valued O 2 -measurable function f(x) on G is said to be harmonic on the domain G, if for any subdomain UEIRJ^G) the following equality holds on G:
EVWrvW^fix). DEFINITION 11. An O r open subset {x^E; ||*|| 00 <1} of the space E is is denoted by D^ and called the infinite dimensional unit ball or simply the unit ball. We denote by S^far) a sphere {x^E; \\x -tf||oo = r}, (a^D^, 0<2r<l -||fl||oo), and by T a% £ the point of SJp y r) on the segment between two points a and £, (3.2) T a^ = (l-^/Hf-flll^.a+r.f/llf-fllUeS^, r).
Clearly the unit sphere S^ is the boundary of the unit ball D^ in the O r topology and the first exit time T from the unit ball D^ it an {£??+} stopping time. The map T ari (a^D^ 0 < 2r <1 -\\a\\J) is an O 2 -bimeasurable O r homeomorphism from the unit sphere S^ onto the another sphere S^a^r). DEFINITION 12. We define a harmonic measure JJ, X relative to the unit ball D^ and a point x^D^ by putting (3.3) 1 JL X {A) = P X {B T^A ) for
The Poisson integral formulas for the finite dimensional balls are of fundamental importance in the potential-theoretic sense and also in the group representation-theoretic sense (cf. Kashiwara et al., [14] ). Accordingly we shall pay special attention to the Dirichlet problems on the unit ball D^. First of all, we shall give an interpretation to Levy's mean value formula (Levy [1] , p. 316, (24)) in the case of the unit ball /)«,. 3) We have also the following peculiar equality PiAgA) = » X {A).
Proof. The proof is immediate by the Brownian scaling property.
REMARK. The family (P seems to be an intertwining operator between two representations of the group G on the unit sphere S^ and the unit ball Dî .e., for the above boundary function <£ on S^ and the associated harmonic function/ on Z)^, we have the following equality on D^ for any elementg^G Proof. The proof is easy (cf. Rozanov [16] , pp. 38, 66).
REMARK. For an element x&PcE and an element g^G it holds that and x 2 =(gx) 2 y for we have gx^l 2 by Propositions 3.2, 3.3 and next the asked equality by using the density formula (3.9).
Next we proceed to the stochastic Dirichlet problems on the unit ball Dŵ ith discontinuous boundary functions. 
limf(B(r n , co)) = E'[<j>(B T )\\) S Tn ]
a.s. P x ,
Hfoo »=2
Hence the sample continuity of the process B shows the following:
which completes the proof. Bearing in mind the pathological phenomena of "harmonic" functions which are described in Levy [1] (pp. 305-306) and will be shown in Proposition 3.7 partly, it is worth noticing that the stochastic Dirichlet problems can be formulated also for discontinuous boundary functions of the above-mentioned type. This is of its own interst (cf. Dobrushin and Minlos [4] ) and the restriction of the function h(x) to the domain \x^E; IML>0} is just identical with Hida's Fourier-Hermite polynomial, (cf. Hida [11] ).
The Dirichlet problems on other domains.
In this subsection we shall consider the Dirichlet problems on some other domains than the unit ball D^.
First we shall consider the following Dirichlet problem on a domain the first exit time from which is not deterministic. REMARK. We have another dissimilarity with finite dimensional cases, i.e., the regularity of a point of a boundary in the probabilistic sense does not imply the one in the classical potential-theoretic sense in our case. In fact we have the following example. Let D be a semi-ball: D= {x e E\ ||^|| 0O Hence it holds that on the space E
EV(B(r))]=f(x). (Q.E.D.)
From this proposition, it is clear that the totality of the continuous harmonic functions on the space E separates each point of the space E.
